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Abstract 
This study aims to diagnosis the role of Manufacturing sector in the process of structural 
transformation in Libyan Economy and determination the nature of transformation during  1970-
2000 by following:- 
1-Diagnosis the main structural relationship among the Economical activities and determination  the 
nature of transformation which has take part during the study period, in order to determine whether 
this transformation causes a state of structural imbalance or it harmonizes with the aim of structural 
balance which declaration in economic plans  
2- Diagnosis the structural transformation in manufacturing sector by study the relations between 
branches, activities and patterns, small and large scale, import substitution and  encourage exports 
activities. 
3:- study the reflection of structural transformation in manufacturing sector on the directions of the 
main structural relationship among economical  
 activities of Libyan Economy.  
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ƓƅŔƏţŘũśſƅŔƃƆś¿ƜŦƌśƈƍŕŬƈŚƔƂŗƒŨƅŔŧƔƔŮśƅŔƏ    ƀŕ»ſƊƗŔƓžŘŧŕƔŪƅŕŗĻ ŔũŝōśŚŕŷŕųƂƅŔũŝƄŔƌƊƏƄƅ
ųſƊƅŔŚŔŧŔũƔŏƓžŘŧŕƔŪƅŔƉŷŧƅƏśƈƅŔƓƈƏƄţƅŔ  Ō¿ƏƂƅŔƉƄƈƔƃƅŨƅ   ƀ»ƈŸśƏ»ƍřƆţũƈƅŔƋŨƍŪƔƈƔŕƈƇƍŌƉ
Ɖƈ¿ƁōŗŚƈƍŕŬƓśƅŔřƔųſƊƅŔũƔŻřƔŸƆŬƅŔřųŮƊƗŔřƈƍŕŬƈƉƔŗŘƏŠſƅŔ   şśŕƊƅŔƉƔƏƄśƓž   ŕƎƊƈ
ƏŧƔƔŮśƅŔŵŕųƂƅŧƏŸś    Ɖ»ƈƋŕƔƈƅŔƏŉŕŗũƎƄƅŔƏřƔƆƔƏţśƅŔřŷŕƊŰƅŔƏřŷŔũŪƅŔƓƍřƔŬŕŬŌŚŕŷŕųƁřŝƜŝƅ
ƓųſƊƅŔƓŸƆŬƅŔşśŕƊƅŔƏřƔţŕƊ ƓƅŔƏţŗƇƍŕŬƒŨƅŔ   řƔƊŕŝřƔţŕƊƉƈ  

ŗƒƈœśƃŒŗƄšŧƆƃŒ     
     Ɠ»ƆţƈƅŔşśŕ»ƊƅŔƓ»žř»ƔŷŕųƂƅŔŚŕƈƍŕ»ŬƈƅŔƑƆŷũŮŕŗƈ¿ƄŮŗŕŬƄŸƊŔƉƔƈƎƈƉƔŝŧţřƆţũƈƅŔƋŨƍŚŧƎŮ
ƓƅŕƈŠƙŔ  ŔƏŬƗŔƓžƌƔƆŷŖƆųƅŔŶŠŔũśƏƋũŕŸŬŌũƏƍŧśŖŗŬŗųſƊƅŔŚŔŧŔũƔŏŭŕƈƄƊŔƏƍ¿ƏƗŔ  ř»ƔƈƅŕŸƅŔƀ
ƑƆŷřƔŧŕŰśƁƛŔƏřƔŬŕƔŬƅŔŧƏƔƂƅŔƉƈřŷƏƈŠƈƏƒƏŠƅŔũŴţƅŔűũžƏƎžƓƊŕŝƅŔŕƈŊ ŕƔŗƔƅ   ƉŔŨ»ƍƃũ»śŧƁƏ
ƉŕŝŧţƅŔ ŢŲŔƏƅŔŕƈƍũŝŔ  ƑƆŷ  ŚŕƈƍŕŬƈƅŔƃƆś  ŗũƈƛŔƀƆŸśũŧƂŗƏ  řƔŸƆ»ŬƅŔřųŮƊƗŕ  ŧƂž   űŕ»ſŦƊŔ¿»Űţ
ƓųſƊƅŔŵŕųƂƅŔřƈƍŕŬƈƓžŢŲŔƏ ƓśƅŔ  Ļ ŕŗƔũƂśŽŰƊƅŔƑƅŏŚŲſŦƊŔ  ƓƅŔƏţƉƈƒŌ    řƂŗŕ»ŬƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž
Ƒƅŏ   ŘũśſƆƅųŬƏśƈƄ      ƐŧŌŧƁƏ ƃƅŨ   Ɠŗ»ŬƊƅŔƉŪƏƅŔ¿ƔŧŸśƑƅŏ ƅ   ř»ƔŷŕųƂƅŔŚŕƈƍŕ»ŬƈƆ
ŷŕƊŰƅŔŵŕųƂƅřƔŗŬƊƅŔřƔƈƍƗŔŵŕſśũŔŢƅŕŰƅ ř  ƔƆƔƏţśƅŔ ř  Ɖƈ    ƓƅŔƏ»ţƑƅŏřƂŗŕŬƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž    Ɠ»ž
řƔƅŕţƅŔŘũśſƅŔ  ƉƈřŷŔũŪƅŔŵŕųƁƏ   ž ƓƅŔƏţƑƅŏřƂŗŕŬƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓ   ƉƈŉŕŗũƎƄƅŔƏřƔƅŕţƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž
  Ƒƅŏ   ŧƔƔŮśƅŔŵŕųƁŶŠŔũśƉƔţƓž   ƓƅŔƏţƑƅŏřƂŗŕŬƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž     ř»ƔƅŕţƅŔŘũ»śſƅŔƓž
 ŧƁŚŔũƔżśƅŔƋŨƍƉŌƉƈƇŻũƅŔƑƆŷƏ ƉŷŚũſŬŌ      ř»ƔųſƊƅŔũ»ƔŻřƔŸƆ»ŬƅŔřų»ŮƊƗŔƉƔŗŘƏŠſƅŔůƔƆƂś
ƅŔƉƔŗƏřŷƏƈŠƈƄ ƉŌƛŊƓųſƊƅŔƓŸƆŬƅŔşśŕƊ  ƑƅŔƐũŦŔřƔţŕƊƉƈŚŧŌ  ƈŸś Ɣ  řƔŸƆ»ŬƅŔřųŮƊƗŔƉƔŗŘƏŠſƅŔƀ
řƂŗŕŬƅŔŘũśſƅŕŗřƊũŕƂƈŘũśſƅŔƋŨƍƓžĻ ŕŴƏţƆƈĻ ŕŷŕſśũŔŘũƔŦƗŔŚŧƎŮŜƔţřƔŸƆŬƅŔũƔŻřųŮƊƗŔƏřŷƏƈŠƈƄ
ƓƅŔƏţƑƅŏřƔŗŬƊƅŔŕƎśƈƍŕŬƈŚƆŰƏŨŏ   ƓƅŔƏţ¿ŗŕƂƈųŬƏśƈƄ   ƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž řƂŗŕŬ   ƃ»ƆśŚŪƄũśƏ
ƉƈũŝƄŔƑƅŏŕƎśƈƍŕŬƈŚƆŰƏƓśƅŔřƈŕŸƅŔŚŕƈŧŦƅŔřųŮƊŌƓžřƈƍŕŬƈƅŔ   ƓƅŔƏţ¿ŗŕƂƈŘũśſƅŔƃƆś¿ƜŦ
  řƂŗŕŬƅŔŘũśſƅŔƓž  
ŘũśſƅŔ¿ƜŦŧƎŮŧƁƓŗƔƆƅŔŧŕŰśƁƛŔƉŌ¿ƏƂƅŔƉƄƈƔƇŧƂśŕƈ¿ƄƉƈ       ¿Ɯś»ŦƛŔƀ»ƈŸśřƆţũƈ
ƓŷŕųƂƅŔ ŶƈŚƂžŔũś  ŵŕŬśŌ     űũ»ŸƅŔũŧŕ»Űƈ¿»ŝƈśƓśƅŔŚŕŷŕųƂƅŔƓƍƏřŰƆƂśƈƅŔŚŕŷŕųƂƅŔƉƔŗŘƏŠſƅŔ
  ¿»ŝƈśśƏŖ»ƆųƅŔŧžŔƏũ¿ŝƈśƓśƅŔřŸŬƏśƈƅŔŚŕŷŕųƂƅŔƏƓųſƊƅŔũƔŻƓŸƆŬƅŔşśŕƊƅŕŗ¿ŝƈśśƏƓƆţƈƅŔƓŸƆŬƅŔ
ƏƅŔŧŕŰśƁƜƅřƔƂƔƂţƅŔřƔŠŕśƊƙŔŚŔũŧƂƅŔƉƔŗŘƏŠſƅŔƀƔƈŸśƑƆŷ¿ƈŷƒŨƅŔũƈƕŔřƔŸƆŬƅŔũƔŻřųŮƊƗŕŗ ƓƊų
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řƔŸƆŬƅŔũƔŻřųŮƊƗŔƓž¿ƏŦŧƅŕŗřƆŝƈśƈƅŔ    Ɠ»śƅŔŧŔũƔś»ŬƛŔřŬŕƔŬƑƆŷũŝƗŔŔŨƍŖţŬƊƔƉŌƓŸƔŗųƅŔƉƈƏ
ŘũśſƅŔ¿ƜŦřƔƄƜƎśŬƛŔŶƆŬƅŔŧŔũƔśŬŔƑƆŷŪƄũśŚŨŦŊ     řųƔŬƏƅŔŶƆŬƅŔŧŔũƔśŬŔŖŕŬţƑƆŷƏ
řƔŠŕśƊƙŔƏ    ƀŔƏ»ŬƗŕŗƓ»ŗƔƆƅŔŧŕŰśƁƛŔŞŕƈŧƊŔũŰŔƏŊƀƔŝƏśƑƆŷ¿ƈŷŧƁũƏƄŨƈƅŔ¿ƜśŦƛŔƉŌƓƊŸƔŔŨƍƏ
řƔŗƊŠƗŔũŧŕŰƈƅŔƏ     Śŕ»ƁƜŸƅŔƉ»ƈ¿»ƔƆƁũƔŻŧŧŷƑƆŷƉƔśŷƏƈŠƈƅŔƉƔśŕƍƉƔŗ¿ƜśŦƛŔŔŨƍūƄŸƊŔŕƈƄ
řƁƜŸƅŔŚƆśŦōžřƔŧŕŰśƁƛŔ  ¿Ɯś»ŦŔƉŷĻ ƜŲžŖƆųƅŔƏűũŸƅŔƉƔŗřƁƜŸƅŔƇŝƉƈƏƃƜƎśŬƛŔƏŞŕśƊƙŔƉƔŗ
řƔŧŕŰśƁƛŔřƔŸŗśƅŔƏřƎŠƉƈĻ ŕƔśŔŨřƆŰŔƏśƈƅŔřƔƈƊśƅŔƏƓśŔŨƅŔŉŕſśƄƛŔƀƔƂţśƑƆŷřƔƆţƈƅŔŚŔũŧƂƅŔƉƔŗřƁƜŸƅŔ




ƇƁũ¿Əŧ    
ƓƅŕƈŠƙŔƓƆţƈƅŔşśŕƊƅŔƉƔƏƄśƓžřƈƍŕŬƈƅŔřƔŧŕŰśƁƛŔřųŮƊƗŔ 
2000  1999  1995  1990  1985  1980  1975  1970  ųŕŮƊƅŔ 
23.4  22.8  24.6  35.5  44.58  61.83  53.37  63.1  ųſƊƅŔ 
1.4  1.5  1.5  1.4  0.63  0.46  0.56  0.1  ũŠŕţƈƏƉƔŧŸś  
24.8  24.3  26.1  36.9  45.21  62.29  53.93  63.2  ƓŠŔũŦśŬƛŔ  
9.9  10.8  9.4  4.4  4.36  2.25  2.25  2.6  řŷŔũŪƅŔ 
6.6  6.6  8  7.2  5.37  2  1.8  1.7  řƔƆƔƏţśƅŔ 
2  1.9  2.1  2  1.42  0.46  0.48  0.5  ŉŕŗũƎƄƅŔ 
4.8  5.2  4.8  6  8.62  10.44  11.83  6.8  ŧƔŮśƅŔ 
23.3  24.5  24.3  19.6  19.77  15.15  16.36  11.6  ƓųſƊũƔŻƓŸƆŬ  
48.1  48.8  50.4  56.5  64.98  77.44  56.18  74.8  ƓŸƆŬ 
9.3  13.8  12.5  10.3  7.29  4.89  6.11  3.6  ŘũŕŠśƅŔ 
13.4  8.9  8.9  8.4  6  3.98  4.78  3.4  ¿ƂƊƅŔ 
3  3.3  2.8  3.7  3.23  2.33  2.69  1  ¿ŕƈƅŔ 
3.6  3.5  3.9  4  3.19  1.98  3.56  4.6  ƉƄŬƅŔ 
9.3  8.7  8.2  7.1  6.3  5.68  7.02  7.6  řƈŕŷŚŕƈŧŦ  
6.9  6.5  7.3  5.5  5.46  2.18  3.34  3.1  řƔƈƔƆŸśŤ 
3.6  3.4  2.9  2.5  2.36  1.08  1.4  1.3  řƔţŰŤ 
2.8  3.1  3.1  2  1.16  0.44  0.81  0.6  ƐũŦŌ 
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22.6  21.7  21.5  17.1  15.28  9.38  12.57  12.6  ŚŕƈŧŦ 
51.9  51.2  49.6  43.5  34.99  22.56  23.6  25.2  řƔŸƆŬƅŔũƔŻ 
ũŧŰƈƅŔ       ƉƏũŦŔƏůƏƊƁƓţŗŰ  Ļ ŕƈŕŷƉƏŝƜŝ¿ƜŦŘũƏŝƅŔŕƔŗƔƅ  ƒŪŕżƊŗřƔƊųƏƅŔŖśƄƅŔũŔŧ  
   ƒŪƄũƈƅŔŕƔŗƔƅŽũŰƈ  řƔƏƊŬƅŔũƔũƂśƅŔ  

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 ƇŕŸƅŔƑśţřƔƆƔƏţśƅŔřŷŕƊŰƅŔŵŕųƁũƏŧƉŕƄ   ŘũƔżŰƅŔŚŕŷŕƊŰƅŔƉƈřŷƏƈŠƈƌƔžũųƔŬśĻ ŕƔŮƈŕƍ
ƓŷŕƊŰƅŔ¿ƄƔƎƅŔƑƆŷůŕŦƅŔŵŕųƂƆƅřƄƏƆƈƈƅŔ
     ƓƈƏ»ƄţƅŔƀŕſƊƗŔŘŧŕƔŪƏřƔųſƊƅŔŚŔŧœŕŸƅŔƀžŧśƉŌƛŊ 
ƈŚŕŷŕƊŰƅŔƉƈũƔŗƄŧŧŷƇŕƔƁƑƆŷŶŠŮŧƁ  řţ»ŲŔƏƅŔřƔŗŬƊƅŔŘŪƔƈƅŔũŕƈŝśŬŔ¿ƏŕţśƓśƅŔřƔũƔŧŰśƅŔŕƎƊ
řƔŗƆśƏţƊřƎŠƏƈƅŔŕƎƊƈƏřƔƅƏŧƅŔƀŔƏŬƗŔƓžŖƆųƅŔŕƎƔƆŷũžƏśƔƓśƅŔƏƓŸƔŗųƅŔŪŕżƅŔƏųſƊƅŔŘũžƏŗřƆŝƈśƈƅŔ
 ŕ»ƎƊƈűŸŗƅŔƇŕƂžĻ ŕƔŗŬƊŘũƔŰƁřƔƊƈŪŘũśžƓžŚŕŷŕƊŰƅŔƋŨƍŉŕŮƊŏƇśŧƁƏřƔƆţƈƅŔƀƏŬƅŔŚŕŠŕƔśţŔ ƉƏŧ
    Ƒ»Ɔŷŕ»ƎƊƔŗŕ»ƈƔžƀŗ»ŬƈƀƔŬƊśƉƏŧũŦƕŔűŸŗƅŔƇŕƁŕƈƄŘŧƔŠřƔŧŕŰśƁŔƏřƔƊžƐƏŧŠŚŕŬŔũŧŉŔũŠŌ
ƋŨƍƉŌƓžŖƔũƛƏŕƎƔž¿ƈŕƄśƅŔƏřƔŠŕśƊƙŔŚŕųŗŔũśƅŔřƔŲƂƅřŬŔũŧƉƏŧƏƓŸƁƏƈƅŔƏƓƈƔƆƁƙŔƐƏśŬƈƅŔ
¿ŗƂśŬƈƅŔƓžřƔŷŕƊŰƅŔřƔƈƊśƅŔŘũƔŬƈƓžũŝŎśŬ¿ƈŔƏŸƅŔ
    
ƆŴƃƅŨƅ    ũƏŧ»ƅŔŶ»ƈŖ»ŬŕƊśśƛƏĻ ŔŧŠřſƔŸŲƓƅŕƈŠƙŔƓƆţƈƅŔşśŕƊƅŔƓžŵŕųƂƅŔŔŨƎƅřƔŗŬƊƅŔřƈƍŕŬƈƅŔŚ
 ř»ƂƔƂţƅŔƋŨƍƉƈŧƄōśƅŔƉƄƈƔƏƓŗƔƆƅŔŧŕŰśƁƛŔƓžřƔƆƄƔƎƅŔŚŔũƔżśƅŔřƔƆƈŷƓžƌŗŸƆƔƉŌƉƄƈƔƒŨƅŔƒũƏţƈƅŔ
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ūŕƔƂƅŔŘŧţƏ  2000  1995  1990  1988  1985  1980  1975  řŸƆŬƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  340  458  393  315  366.5  147  187  ¿ƜżƅŔƉţų  
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  585  775  700  6488  264  55  ŽƜŷƗŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  4.4  3.6  -  -  2.5  3  źŗśƅŔ 
ƇƉƏƔƆƈ    -  5.7  13.4  17.5  17.3  10.8  -  şƔŬƊƅŔ 
ƇƉƏƔƆƈ    -  4  -  2  1  0.12  -  ŧŕŠŬƅŔ 
ŘŧţƏƉƏƔƆƈ   -  0.8  0.7  -  -  -  -  řƔŧũƗŔ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  -  300  284  310  395  -  -  ƉƔųŕųŗƅŔ 
ŞƏŪƉƏƔƆƈ  3.5  5.6  3.4  8.9  6.6  4.1  0.4  řƔŨţƗŔ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  147  115  -  300  341  -  -  ŔũŕųƙŔ řƆƈŕƄŚ  
ƉųŽƅŊ  23.5  23.4  -  2  1.2  -  -  ƏŗƈŕŮƅŔƏƉƏŗŕŰƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  14.1  19  21.7  -  -  -  -  ŽƔŴƊśƅŔƀƏţŬƈ  
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  -  -  2.8  31.7  -  -  ƉœŔŧƆƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  38.6  -  -  30  21.4  -  -  řƔƏŕƄƅŔŔŧƏŰƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  6560  -  -  2800  2800  1900  708  ŚƊƈŬƗŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  35  22  39  55.7  73.5  10.5  Ŕ ũƔŠƅ  
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  3  85  96  109.5  114  -  ũŠƕŔŖƏųƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  -  -  3  2.4  0.6  -  ŞŕŠŪƅŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  12.9  25.6  -  24  19.1  11.1  -  řƔŧƔŧţƅŔŖƔŗŕƊƗŔ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  ŖƆŰƅŔƏŧƔŧţƅŔ  
ũŔũŠŽƅŊ  0.74  1.3  -  3.2  2.2  2.5  -  řƔŷŔũŪƅŔŚŔũŔũŠƅŔ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  140.2  50.3  -  45  47.1  -  -  ŚŕŠŔũŧƅŔ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  1.2  0.87  -  1.2  0.78  -  -  ŚƜžŕţƏŚŕƊţŕŮ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  22.4  12.5  -  -  -  -  -  ŚŕŠƜŝ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  10.7  13.9  -  -  -  -  -  ŚŔŧƈŠƈƅŔ 
ŘŧţƏŽƅŊ  41.7  57.13  -  -  -  -  -  ƉŔũžŌ 
ƉųŽƅŊ  -  13.8  13.4  12.8  -  5.1  1.7  ųſƊƅŔũƔũƄś 
ƉųŽƅŊ  2163  2481  1681  1316    -  414  ƅŔ ŚŕƔƏŕƈƔƄƏũśŗ  
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